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Circle the words you hear (topic – food and cooking) 

 
Instruc:ons for Students 
 
In this exercise, you will listen to a word spoken by your teacher. Your task is to circle the word you hear from 
each row in the chart below. Pay close a=en>on to the sounds, as some words may sound similar but are 
different. 
 
Exercise 1 Food 
 

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 
1. fruit flute frugal 

2. bread thread tread 
3. pasta pasture pastor 
4. steaks stake state 

5. pie ply pry 
6. curry hurry furry 
7. rice raze race 

8. salad sullen solid 
9. soup soap scoop 
10. grill gruel gill 
11. fish fission finish 

12. spice spies splice 
 

Exercise 2 Cooking equipment 
 

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 
1. pan pen pin 

2. knife nice nigh 
3. blender blunder blinder 
4. spatula spectacle special 

5. oven open over 
6. whisk wisp risk 
7. ladle li=le riddle 
8. grill gruel thrill 
9. sink sync zinc 

10. stove stow stole 
11. peeler pillar player 
12. funnel fennel final 
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Exercise 3 Taste and flavors 

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 
1. sweet seat sweat 
2. sour soar sewer 
3. spicy spacey spiky 
4. bi=er bidder be=er 
5. salty sulty sultry 

6. creamy dreamy crummy 
7. tangy tangle tango 
8. fruity foody fluty 
9. nu=y kno=y naughty 

10. crispy crisply Chris>e 
11. chewy showy choosey 
12. mushy munchies mousy 

 
Exercise 4 Ingredients 
 
  

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 
1 flour thorough floor 
2 meat mite mate 

3 thyme >ght chime 
4 steak stayed state 
5 dough do due 
6 sugar shaker cigar 
7 yeast east least 
8 spice spies splice 
9 syrup sir sear 
10 basil bezel dazzle 

11 pepper pauper paper 
12 cheese tease Geez! 
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Teacher's List 
Exercise 1 Food 
 

1. flute 
2. thread 
3. pasta 
4. state 
5. pry 
6. curry 
7. race 
8. sullen 
9. soup 
10. gill 
11. fission 
12. spice 

 
Exercise 2 Cooking equipment 

 
1. pan 
2. nigh 
3. blender 
4. spatula 
5. open 
6. whisk 
7. riddle 
8. grill 
9. zinc 
10. stove 
11. pillar 
12. final 

 
Exercise 3 Flavors 
 

1. sweet 
2. soar 
3. spiky 
4. bi=er 
5. sultry 
6. crummy 
7. tangle 
8. fluty 
9. naughty 
10. crisply 
11. chewy 
12. munchies 
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Exercise 4 Ingredients 
 

1. flour 
2. mate 
3. thyme 
4. stayed 
5. dough 
6. shaker 
7. east 
8. spice 
9. sear 
10. basil 
11. pauper 
12. tease 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


